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ARTICLE

Oxytocin reduces a chemosensory-induced stress bias in social
perception
Ayline Maier1, Dirk Scheele1, Franny B. Spengler1, Tugba Menba1, Franziska Mohr1, Onur Güntürkün2, Birgit Stoffel-Wagner3,4,
Thomas M. Kinfe1, Wolfgang Maier4,5, Sahib S. Khalsa6,7 and René Hurlemann 1,4
Social transmission of fear is not restricted to visual or auditory cues, but extends to the phylogenetically more ancient olfactory
domain. Anxious individuals exhibit heightened sensitivity towards chemosensory stress signals in sweat; however, it is still
unknown whether endogenous neuromodulators such as the peptide hormone oxytocin (OXT) inﬂuence the chemosensory
communication of stress. Here, we investigated whether OXT selectively diminishes behavioral and neural responses to social
chemosensory stress cues utilizing a randomized, double-blind, placebo (PLC)-controlled, within-subject functional MRI study
design. Axillary sweat was obtained from 30 healthy male donors undergoing the Trier Social Stress Test (stress) and bicycle
ergometer training (sport). Subsequently, 58 healthy participants (30 females) completed a forced-choice emotional face
recognition task with stimuli of varying intensities (neutral to fearful) while they were exposed to both sweat stimuli and a nonsocial control odor following intranasal OXT or PLC administration, respectively. OXT diminished stress-induced recognition
accuracy and response time biases towards fear. On the neural level, OXT reduced stress-evoked responses in the amygdala in both
sexes, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) in females, and the hippocampus in males. Furthermore, OXT reinstated the functional
connectivity between the ACC and the fusiform face area that was disrupted by stress odors under PLC. Our ﬁndings reveal a new
role for OXT signaling in the modulation of chemosensory communication of stress in humans. Mechanistically, this effect appears
to be rooted in a downregulation of stress-induced limbic activations and concomitant strengthening of top-down control
descending from the ACC to the fusiform face area.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 0:1–8; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41386-018-0063-3

INTRODUCTION
Homeostatic threats trigger a well-orchestrated stress cascade of
neuroendocrine, autonomic, and behavioral changes [1]. It is well
established that persistence of these changes, due to dysregulations of allostatic systems and/or chronic exposure to stressors,
plays a key role in the pathophysiology of stress-related
psychiatric disorders [2]. From a social neuroscience perspective,
stress is highly contagious, i.e., even witnessing others experiencing psychosocial distress can elicit strong vicarious stress
responses, evident in heightened cortisol levels [3] and elevated
heart rate [4].
Mounting evidence indicates that not only rats [5] but also
humans communicate distress and “alarm states” via chemosensory signals. For instance, exposure to sweat from healthy
volunteers undergoing an emotional stressor task augments the
startle response [6], and induces a bias towards perceiving
ambiguous facial expressions as more fearful [7] or threatening
[8]. On the neural level, human chemosensory stress signals have
been suggested to be processed outside the main olfactory
system. As opposed to common odors, they do not recruit the
primary olfactory cortex (i.e., the piriform and the entorhinal

cortex), but rather a specialized neural network associated with
the processing of socioemotional information [9] including the
amygdala, hippocampus, and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
[8, 10, 11]. Both amygdala and ACC activation in response to social
odors may reﬂect threat detection [12, 13], while hippocampal
activation has been linked to odor recognition memory [14].
Furthermore, women seem to be more receptive to stress-related
olfactory cues compared to men, with women exhibiting a
reduced positive emotional priming effect [15] and enhanced
neural responses in the prefrontal cortex [16]. Importantly,
individuals with increased stress vulnerability, such as patients
with social anxiety [17] or panic disorder [18], display heightened
sensitivity towards these olfactory stress cues. Olfactory dysfunctions have also been described as a feature of the clinical
phenotype of other psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia,
depression [19], and post-traumatic stress disorder [20], rendering
the olfactory pathway a potentially pivotal target for therapeutic
interventions.
The hypothalamic peptide hormone oxytocin (OXT) has been
identiﬁed as a promising therapeutic agent for attenuating
maladaptive stress responses [21]. Evidence for anti-stress and
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Fig. 1 Task design. Participants were presented with stress sweat, sport sweat, or raspberry odor (as a non-social control condition) during a
forced-choice emotion recognition task (a). Odor delivery via olfactometer was synchronized with respiratory cues, with the participants being
instructed to breathe orthonasally and inhale on cue throughout the experiment. In each trial, olfactory stimulus delivery spanned the
inhalation cue as well as the face stimulus for a total duration of 1500 ms. Trials were separated by a jittered inter-stimulus interval (4–6 s;
mean: 5 s) and the next trial started immediately after the response was recorded or after 2000 ms if no response was made. Each of the three
olfactory stimulus types was presented 48 times in random order, resulting in 144 trials over a period of about 20 min. Physiological and
psychological measurements of the sweat donors (b). Salivary cortisol levels and state anxiety ratings of sweat donors were elevated after
completing the Trier Social Stress Test (stress condition) compared to bicycle ergometer training (sport condition). Error bars represent SEM.
***P < 0.001

anxiolytic effects of OXT accrued from studies showing that in
humans intranasally administered OXT enhances the stressbuffering effects of social support [22], reduces amygdala
responses to fearful faces [23], and facilitates fear extinction [24].
Surprisingly, little is known about the neuromodulatory role of
OXT on olfactory processing in humans. In mice, OXT knock-outs
fail to develop olfactory-based social memory [25] despite an
intact detection of non-social olfactory stimuli, and impaired social
recognition that can be restored by bilateral microinjections of
OXT into the amygdala [26]. In patients with schizophrenia, lower
OXT plasma levels have been associated with poorer recognition
accuracy of pleasant and unpleasant odors [27], whereas a single
dose of intranasal OXT improved the olfactory detection thresholds for synthetic fragrance [28]. It is currently unclear whether
OXT also modulates chemosensory-induced stress responses in
humans.
To address this question, we conducted a randomized, doubleblind, placebo-controlled, within-subject functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) study involving 58 healthy participants.
Participants completed a forced-choice emotional face recognition task (cf. Fig. 1a) using stimuli of varying intensities (neutral to
fearful), while they were exposed to sweat stimuli and a non-social
control odor (raspberry) after intranasal placebo (PLC) and OXT
administration, respectively. Social chemosensory stimuli were
obtained from axillary sweat of an independent sample of 30
healthy male donors undergoing the Trier Social Stress Test
protocol (TSST; stress condition) [29] and ergometer training (sport
condition) as a control. Given the anxiolytic and anti-stress proﬁle
of OXT, we hypothesized that OXT would selectively diminish
stress-induced behavioral biases and neural responses in the
amygdala, hippocampus, and ACC to stress-related odors.
Additionally, we assumed that OXT would modulate this crossmodal sensory integration by altering the functional connectivity
between odor-sensitive regions (i.e., amygdala, hippocampus, and

ACC) and visual processing areas (i.e., fusiform face area (FFA)).
Moreover, based on prior ﬁndings of differential responses to
stress-related chemosignals in women and men, we explored sex
as a potential moderator variable across our analyses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
We tested a total of 60 healthy, right-handed, heterosexual, nonsmoking volunteers (30 females). All participants provided written
informed consent. The study was approved by the institutional
review board of the Medical Faculty of the University of Bonn and
carried out in accordance with the latest revision of the
Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects were free of current and past
physical or psychiatric illness, as assessed by medical history and
the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) [30] prior
to enrollment in the study. Additionally, all participants were
screened for anosmia administering an extended odor test that
comprised both an odor identiﬁcation and discrimination task
(Burghart GmbH, Burghart Wedel, Germany). None of the
participants were pregnant or used hormonal contraceptives
during the study. Two male participants were excluded from the
study due to anosmic threshold scores (olfactory threshold <6),
resulting in 58 participants (30 females, mean ± SD age, 24.90 ±
3.11 years) for the behavioral analyses. Moreover, 8 participants
were excluded due to technical malfunctions or excessive head
motion ( > 3 mm/°) during scanning, leaving 50 participants (26
females, mean ± SD age, 24.54 ± 3.09 years) for the fMRI data
analyses.
Olfactory stimuli and delivery
Subjects were exposed to three different odor stimuli during the
fMRI experiment: (i) stress sweat and (ii) sport sweat, both of which
were obtained from an independent sample of 30 healthy male
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 0:1 – 8
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Fig. 2 Effects of oxytocin (OXT) on odor-induced biases in emotion recognition and response times in women (a) and men (b). Stress sweat
biased women to perceive ambiguous faces with a low fearful facial expression as more fearful and to rate medium and high fearful faces
more quickly. Stress sweat biased men to recognize more faces as fearful in the high fearful condition and rate high fearful faces more quickly.
These biases vanished under OXT. Error bars represent SEM. OXT oxytocin, PLC placebo. ***P < 0.001; *P < 0.05

donors (mean ± SD age, 23.30 ± 2.67 years) who underwent the
TSST [29] and an ergometer training as a control (cf. Supplementary Information (SI)), and (iii) chemically synthesized raspberry
(Burghart GmbH, Wedel, Germany) was used as a non-social
control odor. Sweat donors experienced signiﬁcantly greater
psychological stress during the stress condition compared to the
sport condition, which was reﬂected in elevated salivary cortisol
levels and state anxiety ratings (cf. Fig. 1b, cf. SI).
Olfactory stimuli were presented using a three-channel
computer-controlled MRI compatible air-dilution olfactometer
(OG001, Burghart GmbH, Wedel, Germany). Respiratory compliance was monitored online throughout the fMRI paradigm using
an MR-compatible breathing belt (RX-TSD221-MRI) afﬁxed to the
subject’s chest to ensure that inhalations occurred during odor
delivery.
Odor stimuli rating
To examine a possible modulatory effect of OXT on odor
assessment, participants rated the pleasantness, intensity, and
familiarity of the three olfactory stimuli used in the fMRI task at the
end of each testing session. (cf. SI). In addition, we conducted a
complementary study to evaluate whether sport and stress sweat
stimuli were comparable across all scan sessions. An unrelated
sample of 29 healthy participants (18 females, mean ± SD age,
24.93 ± 3.62 years) rated the pleasantness, intensity, and familiarity
of all sweat odor stimuli.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 0:1 – 8

Experimental design and procedures
We performed a randomized, double-blind, PLC-controlled, crossover design study. The two fMRI testing sessions were separated
by a minimum of 24 h. In both testing sessions, participants selfadministered 40 IU synthetic OXT (Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) or
PLC via nasal spray under the supervision of an experimenter. The
dose of 40 IU OXT has previously been demonstrated to alter the
olfactory perception in patients with schizophrenia [28]. The PLC
solution contained identical ingredients except for the peptide
itself (cf. SI). Functional MRI scanning started 30 min after nasal
administration. Moreover, the participants’ olfactory threshold was
veriﬁed following nasal spray administration in both sessions
(cf. SI).
fMRI paradigm
For the fMRI scan, we employed a modiﬁed version of an
established facial fear recognition task [8]. Utilizing a forced-choice
paradigm, participants were instructed to decide whether face
stimuli presented at varying salience (neutral, fearful ranging from
low to high intensity) display a neutral or fearful expression while
they were exposed to the three olfactory stimuli (cf. Fig. 1a, cf. SI).
fMRI data acquisition and analysis
Data were collected on a 3 T MRI system (Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany) using gradient-echo echo-planar imaging. FMRI data
were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM12 software
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Fig. 3 Effects of oxytocin (OXT) on stress-speciﬁc neural responses in women. OXT reduced stress-speciﬁc activations in the bilateral anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC; a) and in the left amygdala (b) across all emotion intensity levels. Error bars and the shaded area indicate the SEM. ACC
anterior cingulate, L left hemisphere, OXT oxytocin, PLC placebo, R right hemisphere

(Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://
www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in Matlab R2010b (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). Results were assessed using a GLM
(general linear model) approach (for details cf. SI).
Connectivity analysis
To address the neuromodulatory effects of OXT on functional
connectivity in response to chemosensory cues, we performed a
generalized form of context-dependent psychophysiological
interaction interactions analysis (gPPI; http://www.nitrc.org/
projects/gppi) [31]. Seed regions were identiﬁed as 4 mm radius
spheres centered at the maximum t-value of signiﬁcant clusters
obtained in BOLD (blood oxygen dependent level) analysis.
RESULTS
Fear recognition and response latency
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) yielded a higher-order interaction
effect of sex (cf. SI) on fear recognition and a main effect on
response time (RT), indicating that female and male participants
responded differently to chemosensory cues. Thus, we proceeded
all analyses separated by sex and conducted two ANOVAs with the
within-subject factors treatment (PLC, OXT), sweat type (stress,
sport), and emotion intensity (neutral, low, medium, and high
fearful).
Female participants
For women, we observed treatment×sweat type×intensity interaction effects on fear recognition (F(2.44, 68.31) = 6.96, P = 0.001, ηp2
= 0.2) and RT (F(3, 81) = 4.71, P = 0.004, ηp2 = 0.15). Using fear
recognition ratings as dependent variable, we found a sweat
type×intensity interaction (F(3, 87) = 5.98, P = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.17)
under PLC. Post hoc t-tests conﬁrmed that under PLC, stress

sweat compared to sport sweat biased females to perceive
ambiguous faces (i.e., low fearful expression) as more fearful (t(29)
= 3.67, P = 0.001, d = 0.34) (cf. Fig. 2a). Using RT as dependent
variable, the analysis revealed a trend-to-signiﬁcant sweat type×intensity interaction (F(3, 84) = 2.36, P = 0.078, ηp2 = 0.08) in the
PLC condition. Exploratory t-tests demonstrated that under PLC
females responded faster to medium (t(28) = 2.2, P = 0.036, d =
0.28) and high fearful (t(28) = 2.29, P = 0.03, d = 0.38) faces when
they were simultaneously confronted with stress sweat compared
to sport sweat (cf. Fig. 2a). By contrast, behavioral biases in fear
recognition and RT vanished after OXT administration (all Ps >
0.05).
Male participants
For men, we found a treatment×sweat type×intensity interaction
effect on RT (F(3, 81) = 3.28, P = 0.025, ηp2 = 0.11), but not on fear
recognition. Using fear recognition under PLC as dependent
variable, the analysis yielded a main effect of intensity (F(1.36, 36.73)
= 314.82, P < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.90), but no intensity×sweat type
interaction (P > 0.05). Given our a priori hypotheses, we performed
exploratory t-tests contrasting fear recognition ratings between
both sweat type stimuli for all intensities. Results showed that
under PLC, males perceived more faces as fearful in the high
fearful condition during stress sweat presentation compared to
sport sweat presentation (t(27) = 2.3, P = 0.03, d = 0.56, cf. Fig. 2b).
Likewise, using RT under PLC as dependent variable, exploratory ttests demonstrated that males responded faster to highly salient
fearful faces (t(27) = 2.08, P = 0.049, d = 0.56), during the exposure
to stress sweat compared to sport sweat. However, these
behavioral biases in fear recognition and RT were absent under
OXT (all Ps > 0.05, for more detail, see SI, cf. Fig. 2b). Together, our
ﬁndings demonstrate that OXT reversed stress-speciﬁc behavioral
biases in fear recognition and RT across all participants.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 0:1 – 8
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Fig. 4 Effects of oxytocin (OXT) on stress-speciﬁc neural responses in men. OXT speciﬁcally diminished neural responses to stress sweat in the
bilateral hippocampus (a) and in the right amygdala (b) across all emotion intensity levels. Error bars and the shaded area indicate the SEM. L
left hemisphere, OXT oxytocin, PLC placebo, R right hemisphere

fMRI results
Combined group. Due to the absence of intensity-speciﬁc effects
of chemosensory stress signals [(Stress(PLC)−Sport(PLC))] across all
participants and within each sex under PLC, stress-induced
responses as well as the neuromodulatory effect of OXT on these
responses were averaged across all intensity levels. We found that
under PLC stress relative to sport sweat elicited increased
activation in the right amygdala (peak MNI coordinates x, y, z:
24, −8, −12; t(294) = 3.72, PFWE = 0.007) and right ACC (6, 48, 8;
t(294) = 3.73, PFWE = 0.025; 12, 42, 2; t(294) = 3.55, PFWE = 0.049);
additionally, there was a trend-to-signiﬁcant activation in the right
hippocampus (22, −8, −12; t(294) = 3.44, PFWE = 0.056). Intranasal
OXT administration attenuated stress-associated neural responses
in the right amygdala (22, −6, −12; t(294) = 4.44, PFWE = 0.001),
right hippocampus (22, −8, −12; t(294) = 3.99, PFWE = 0.01), and
right ACC (8, 24, 16; t(294) = 3.58, PFWE = 0.045). Moreover, we
observed trend-to-signiﬁcant reductions in stress-speciﬁc
responses in the left ACC (−8, 32,−6; t(294) = 3.43, PFWE = 0.078)
and left amygdala (−24, 0, −18; t(294) = 2.72, PFWE = 0.099). OXT
did not alter neural responses in the FFA and had no effect on the
processing of the non-social control odor (cf. SI).
Female participants. In females, stress relative to sport odor
induced responses in the bilateral ACC (2, 46, 20; t(150) = 4.27, PFWE
= 0.012; 6, 48, 8; t(150) = 4.00, PFWE = 0.03) and a trend-tosigniﬁcant activation in the left amygdala (−28, 0, −22; t(150) =
3.00, PFWE = 0.058) under PLC. Importantly, OXT blunted stressassociated activations in the bilateral ACC (2, 46, 20; t(150) = 4.31,
PFWE = 0.006; 2, 44, 20; t(150) = 4.35, PFWE = 0.005, cf. Fig. 3a), left
amygdala (−26, −2, −20; t(150) = 3.21, PFWE = 0.034, cf. Fig. 3b),
and left hippocampus (−18, −20, −18; t(150) = 3.69, PFWE = 0.032).
Male participants. Under PLC, stress compared to sport sweat
yielded greater responses in the right amygdala (24, −8, −14;
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 0:1 – 8

t(138) = 3.87, PFWE = 0.006) and a trend-to-signiﬁcant increase in
activation in the right hippocampus (24, −10, −14; t(138) = 3.53,
PFWE = 0.057) in males. After OXT administration, diminished
neural responses to stress sweat were observed in the bilateral
hippocampus (22, −8, −12; t(138) = 3.94, PFWE = 0.016; −30, −16,
−12; t(138) = 3.96, PFWE = 0.015, cf. Fig. 4a) and right amygdala (24,
−8, −12; t(138) = 4.36, PFWE = 0.001, cf. Fig. 4b). Extracted
parameter estimates conﬁrmed decreased neural responses to
stress odor after OXT administration, an effect occurring across
intensity levels across all participants. Collectively, our ﬁndings
demonstrate that intranasal OXT diminishes stress-speciﬁc
responses.
Connectivity results
For the right ACC (6, 48, 8) seed region, gPPI analysis revealed a
stress-speciﬁc decrease in functional coupling with the left FFA
(peak MNI x, y, z = −24, −78, −10; t(196) = 4.38, PFWE = 0.004)
under PLC across the entire sample. Intriguingly, a whole-brain
analysis showed that OXT enhanced functional coupling of the
right ACC (6, 48, 8) to a large-sized cluster extending from the left
FFA (−24, −76, −8; t(196) = 5.27, kE = 23,180, PFWE < 0.01) to the
bilateral lingual gyrus (−24, −52, −8; t(196) = 5.09; 6, −58, 4; t(196)
= 4.93) in response to stress sweat relative to sport sweat.
Additionally, a region of interest (ROI)-based analysis for the same
contrast revealed increased functional connectivity between the
right ACC (6, 48, 8) and the right FFA (28, −60, −2; t(196) = 4.05,
PFWE = 0.021). There were no connectivity changes with the
amygdala and hippocampus as seed regions (cf. SI).
Female participants. For females, we found an OXT-induced
increase in functional coupling of the left ACC (2, 44, 20) and the
left FFA (−24, −80, −6; t(100) = 4.02, PFWE = 0.037) in response to
stress sweat compared to sport sweat (cf. Fig. 5a). Interestingly, a
stronger OXT effect on the stress-speciﬁc functional coupling of
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Fig. 5 Effects of oxytocin (OXT) on stress-speciﬁc functional connectivity. In women, OXT speciﬁcally enhanced functional coupling of the left
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the left fusiform face area (FFA) during stress sweat exposure (a). In men, OXT speciﬁcally increased
functional coupling of the right ACC and the bilateral FFA during stress sweat presentation (b). Identiﬁed seed regions of the functional
connectivity analysis are depicted as purple spheres and target regions are illustrated as yellow spheres. Error bars represent SEM. ACC
anterior cingulate, FFA fusiform face area, L left hemisphere, OXT oxytocin, PLC placebo, R right hemisphere

the left ACC and the right FFA was predictive of a stronger OXT
effect on RT ([(Sport(PLC)>Stress(PLC))–(Sport(OXT)>Stress(OXT))]; r(23)
= 0.41, P = 0.04).
Male participants. Whole-brain analyses revealed an OXTfacilitated increase in connectivity of the right ACC (12, 42, 2)
and the left middle frontal gyrus (−28, 24, 48; t(92) = 5.32, kE = 127,
PFWE = 0.017) in response to stress sweat compared to sport
sweat. Moreover, ROI analyses revealed that OXT increased
functional coupling of the right ACC (12, 42, 2; 6, 48, 8) and
bilateral FFA (30, −62, −4; t(92) = 4.15, PFWE = 0.023; −26, −58,
−10; t(92) = 4.87, PFWE = 0.001, cf. Fig. 5b) under stress sweat
exposure relative to sport sweat exposure. These results suggest
that the perceptual bias induced by chemosensory stress cues
may be related to a decreased functional coupling of the ACC
involved in the processing of olfactory stress cues and regions
such as the FFA encoding fearful facial information. Extracted
parameter estimates corroborated increased functional connectivity between ACC seeds and FFA target regions in both sexes.
Thus, OXT appeared to reinstate the altered connectivity between
olfactory and visual areas, which was paralleled by an absent fear
recognition bias.
Odor stimuli ratings
Participants did not rate social chemosensory stimuli differently in
the OXT and PLC session with regard to pleasantness (all Ps > 0.1),

intensity (all Ps > 0.5), or familiarity (all Ps > 0.07, cf. Supplemental
Fig. S2). Thus, signiﬁcant effects on fear recognition, RT, and neural
response patterns cannot be attributed to OXT modulation of
odor assessment. Furthermore, the complementary study revealed
that social chemosensory stimuli did not exhibit detectable
differences in odor quality across all scan sessions (all Ps > 0.05,
cf. SI). This rules out simple odor discrimination as an explanation
for the behavioral and neural ﬁndings.
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we sought to determine (i) whether
intranasally administered OXT modulates the processing of
stress-associated chemosignals and (ii) which neural substrates
are involved. Our study utilized a cross-modal paradigm combining the presentation of social odors and fear recognition in faces
with varying fear intensities. As expected, our analyses revealed
that OXT selectively diminished chemosensory-induced behavioral
biases in fear perception and neural responses to stress-associated
odors in the amygdala, hippocampus, and ACC. In line with our
second hypothesis, connectivity analyses delineated a reinstated
functional coupling between the stress-sensitive ACC and the FFA
after OXT treatment, highlighting an intensiﬁed interaction
between olfactory and visual networks.
Our ﬁndings closely corroborate previous research by replicating increased stress-speciﬁc neural responses in the amygdala [8],
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 0:1 – 8
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hippocampus [11], and ACC [10] in humans. The amygdala is a key
node in emotion-processing and stress regulation that has been
associated with autonomic control [1] and threat detection [12].
Thus, stress-related odors may be evaluated as a potential threat
prompting the amygdala to initiate facilitated fear detection in the
visual domain. The ACC has been implicated in regulation of
behavioral and autonomic responses to emotional and stressful
stimuli [32] and executive control in humans [33]. There is
evidence that the ACC has a modulatory role in emotion
regulation mediated by cingulo-amygdalar connectivity [34].
Increased co-activation with the amygdala may reﬂect an
attentional shift towards threat-relevant cues in fearful faces
driven by stress-associated chemosignals. The hippocampus is
thought to contribute to threat evaluation through memory
retrieval of past experiences [35]. However, it has also been linked
to sensory integration of visual and olfactory information [36]. As
such, the hippocampus may mediate a cross-modal synthesis of
stress-associated chemosignals and fearful faces. These neural
activations were paralleled by a stress-induced recognition bias
and decreased RT towards fearful faces, suggesting an overall
attentional shift towards threatening stimuli. This interpretation is
consistent with the documented link of stress-associated chemosignals and heightened vigilance [6].
Interestingly, our results underscore the idea of sex-differential
stress responses in encoding negatively valenced stimuli. In
accordance with our results, previous studies also reported
stronger ACC responses to psychological stress [37] and greater
activations in the left amygdala and left ACC in women [38], and
enhanced activation in the right amygdala in men [39]. An absent
stress-related hippocampus activation may be attributed to
neuroprotective effects of heightened estradiol levels [40]. For
behavioral responses, we replicated ﬁndings that chemosensory
stress signals induce a perceptual bias of ambiguous faces in
women [7, 8]. In men, however, we detected a perceptual bias
towards high-intensity fearful faces. This is in line with a previous
review by Kret and De Gelder [41] showing that women are
generally better in recognizing emotions and men exhibit greater
responses to threatening cues.
Importantly, we observed that OXT diminished behavioral and
neural responses to subtle olfactory social threat signals. These
results support and extend prior ﬁndings of stress-reducing and
anxiolytic effects of OXT during the exposure to a psychosocial
stressor [42] and suggest a crucial role of OXT as a potent
regulatory system protecting the “social brain” against inﬁltration
from a wealth of incoming subliminal exteroceptive information.
The amygdala, hippocampus, and ACC have been identiﬁed as
OXT binding sites in humans [43] and OXT attenuates threatassociated activations in these regions [23, 44]. Furthermore, the
ACC and FFA have been found to be functionally interconnected
regions engaged in a cortical top-down face processing network
[45] and we observed a positive correlation between OXT-induced
behavioral effects and connectivity changes in women. Mechanistically, we suggest that the cross-modal anti-stress effect of OXT
may be ascribed to a downregulation of stress-induced amygdala
responses and concomitant strengthening of top-down control
descending from the ACC to the FFA. These dynamic changes may
constitute the underlying substrates mediating the protective
effects of OXT in affective face perception. Interestingly, OXT
diminished stress-associated behavioral and neural responses to
social chemosignals in a sex-independent manner. As expected,
OXT did not alter the processing of the non-social odor on the
behavioral or neural level (cf. SI).
Our ﬁndings raise the question of whether oxytocinergic
signaling may constitute an endogenous protection against
noxious olfactory-based transmission of fear. Clearly, the neuromodulatory effects of OXT are not restricted to visual and auditory
stimuli but also extend to other sensory modalities including
effects on interpersonal touch [46] and olfactory signals.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 0:1 – 8

Furthermore, an important translational implication arising from
our ﬁndings is that individuals with anxiety disorders who exhibit
deﬁcient recruitment of top-down control [47] and increased
stimulus-driven attention [48] may beneﬁt from OXT treatment.
Given the strong context dependency of OXT effects [49], future
research is needed to delineate the pathophysiology of this
mechanism in the context of stress-related chemosignals and to
investigate whether interventions with OXT normalize a pathological hypersensitivity towards stress-related chemosignals in
anxiety disorders.
The present study has some limitations. First, the exclusive use
of chemosensory cues from male axillary sweat might have
promoted the observed sex-speciﬁc differences in neural and
behavioral response patterns. There is evidence pointing to a
distinct chromatographic proﬁle of axillary sweat in men and
women [50] implying differential processing of social chemosignals
in same-sex and opposite-sex receivers [51]. However, a recent
report determined that male axillary sweat produced similar
response patterns in male and female participants [52]. Second, in
contrast to the intensity-speciﬁc behavioral results we did not
detect a signiﬁcant interaction of intensity and odors on the neural
level. Future studies should incorporate a more nuanced array of
emotion intensities and increase the number of intensity-related
trials to improve the power for disentangling intensity-speciﬁc
neural effects of OXT on chemosensory processing.
Collectively, our data provide ﬁrst evidence that OXT modulates
social threat cues at the olfactory level and exerts a cross-modal
anti-stress effect in the visual domain. These ﬁndings provide
preliminary support for investigating whether endocrinologic
interventions with OXT might normalize a pathological chemosensory stress-induced hypersensitivity and perceptual distortions
in anxious individuals.
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